OM MANDLI’S story from KHUSIRAM’s mouth –
GIVE ME THE CRUEL’S OF CRUEL PRUNISHMENT
Cut my both hands from my arms
(Khusiram’s regrets and cry)

KHUSIRAM DAYARAM CHUGANI: - When Brahma Baba
was in SINDH then FAKKAR-FAR named Urdu newspaper he
used to work with. Himself was a true ARYA SOCIETY devoted
follower.

He was one of PICKATIER against OM MANDLI, he wrote
many hard words, reports and articles against BRAHMA BABA
with his friends. BHAY TAN DEV was the most dangerous one,
and they used to call him KING OF HELL. He broke windows of
BABA’s house, threw guttered rubbish, filth, he wrote articles,
composed them also. He used to swear words, bad language and
shouted at Dada Lekhraj.

A brother from BARODA (MANGAL BADIS) from Social
Services named HARISH BAIDH asked him many questions in
their meeting and interview when he gave all right answers, we
are publishing this meeting interview: -

Question: Now for twenty years you are a devoted and connected
with Brahma Kumaris Organization or you have become a
Brahma Kumar (he has opened a Brahma Kumaris GITA
SCHOOL in his house and twice a day he explain Murlis
(GODLY HOLY WORDS). Now at the age of 85 and listens
Murlis twice a day sitting there. – Aditor.
In what medium or truly fact based upon you disagreed with OM
MANDLI?

Answer: For this many reasons are there: - From our cities big
and famous millionare and multimillionaire were DYNACITYS
young daughters, daughters in laws and wives, etc, who were
mad about Dada Lekhraj. They were locked in Dada’s house.

Many among them unmarried girls who’s lord husband were
returned from foreign country theirs wife also did not do their
ROLE and one man devoted religious wife’s duty very honest
and seriously. They lost faith in growing husbands BREED
expanding DYNASCITY and started refusing –

From the talk PURITY and LAKHI-BABU’S (Dada Lekhraj)
Dada Lekhraj’s BENGALI GURU’S MAGICAL EYE
MASKARA we were afraid of. With all those happening and
goings on we strongly apposed him.

Question: Subject about lust and sex scandal and dwellings
going on which blame you put on to Dada Lekhraj and Om
Mandli from them among any one matter – Have you seen? Or
what?
Answer: No Sir, did not see. I had one friend named NARAYAN
he used to know the art of sewing and knitting, he was a tailor.
Bhai NARAYAN used to teach stitching netting to SISTERS
who were living in Dada Lekhraj’s Bungalow. Whatever was
happening in that Bungalow he was the only one who knew.
Narayan used to tell me everything because he was my friend.

Question: Did your friend NARAYAN saw any upside down
wrong way flat things there at Dada Lekhraj’s bungalow?
Answer: No sir Narayan used to bring news of devotional dance
and concentration meditation. All the sisters around Dada with
devotional feelings and prayer lost in their own thoughts and
feelings used to perform dance (Raas). Some of them seemed
happy with their meditation. But the kind of HOT-HOT news I
used to expect Narayan never mentioned to me after all he was
my friend he used to sit with me and up but still.

Question: You were pure strong Arya Society believer now since
last 20 years you are with BRAHMA KUMARIS now what is
your thoughts and suggestions about Brahma Kumaris?
Answer: Let it go now old talks and matters. When my self
became Brahma Kumaris then there is no use of questioning
questions’.

Question: Are you ashamed and regretting yourself about your
behaviour in Sindh?
Answer: Yes up to now many times I have visited Madhuban.
There I experienced highest mighty light and divine grace and
experienced the presence of EASHWAR SHIVA and saw in
reality in fact it was the magic of SHIVBABA all the sisters were
drawn towards SHIVBABAS heavenly drowsiness. We thought
that drowsiness and godly magic was wrong and now how a
great partner of SINNER we have become. This that alone
disturbs me GOD CAME and I sinned shouted threw stones
wrote against him, now with the thought realization with tension
and worried when in yog to SHIVBABA I asked him to SAVE
me and Solve my problem and said to Baba – Give me stickiest of
strict punishment cut my both hands separate them from arms –
with these same hands I have SINNED LOT OF TIME”

Translated from original document in Hindi by akk/ww.

